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ARTIST FOCUS FOR PRIMARY STUDENTS (YEARS 1 –7)

YAYOI KUSAMA

Step inside the mind of this artist to explore her world!
Queensland Art Gallery Collection artist
Yayoi Kusama loves to use circle and dot
patterns in her art works.

Think of patterns around
you — on your clothes,
at school, in your room,
in nature. If you were to
design an art work, which
pattern would you use
for inspiration?

One day I was looking at the red flower
patterns of the tablecloth on a table, and
when I looked up I saw the same pattern
covering the ceiling, the windows and
the walls, and finally all over the room,
my body and the universe.
Yayoi Kusama on her 1954 painting
titled Flower (D.S.P.S)
Yayoi Kusama / Japan b.1929 / Soul under the moon 2002 (installation view) /
Mirrors, ultra violet lights, water, plastic, nylon thread, timber, synthetic polymer paint /
The Kenneth and Yasuko Myer Collection of Contemporary Asian Art. Purchased 2002
with funds from Michael Simcha Baevski and The Myer Foundation, a project of the
Sidney Myer Centenary Celebration 1899–1999, through the Queensland Art Gallery
Foundation and The Yayoi Kusama Queensland Art Gallery Foundation Appeal /
Collection: Queensland Art Gallery

Yayoi Kusama and her family

WHO?
Yayoi Kusama was born in Matsumoto, Nagano
Prefecture, Japan on 22 March 1929. Her works
share an obsession with repetition, patterns
and collecting. Kusama is also a published
novelist and poet and has created notable
works in film and fashion design. She has long
struggled with mental illness, known as rijin’sho
in Japanese or depersonalisation syndrome.

WHAT?
At ten years of age she started to paint,
using polka dots and nets as motifs to create
fantastic paintings in watercolours, pastels and
installations using collected objects. She has
described herself as an ‘obsessive artist’.

DID YOU KNOW?
In November 2008, Kusama’s work sold at
Christies, New York, for $5.1 million. This is
a record price for a living female artist.

Installation view of Flowers that bloom at midnight 2010
as part of the Aichi Triennale, Nagoya, Japan, 2010 /
Collection: The artist / Image courtesy: Gagosian Gallery
and Ota Fine Arts, Tokyo / © Yayoi Kusama, Yayoi Kusama
Studio Inc.
Personal photography kindly supplied by the artist

WHY?
Kusama creates large-scale works that play
with the way we see ourselves and the
environment. Sometimes she installs her large
sculptures in outdoor environments such as
jetties and ponds. She likes us to see how
she views the world, through a screen of dots.
Kusama also likes to experiment with how
the audience views themselves and each
other in her dot environments. The viewer
is incorporated into her art works, their
physical appearance transformed to match
the surroundings. In this way, the viewer is
participating in, and becomes part of, the
art work.
When you walk inside the Infinity Room,
you can see your image reflected back
to you. How do you feel inside this space?

into clothing, and liven up rooms in carpets,
wallpaper, chairs, rugs and lights. Some people
braid or cut their hair into different patterns.
Can you think of other ways people use
patterns to decorate themselves?
What patterns do you notice or are you drawn
to? Try to track how many patterns you see
over the course of a day. Draw and colour in
your favourite pattern.

DID YOU KNOW?
Patterns have a function. It may be to guide,
decorate or symbolise something. Fill in the
table below:

GUIDE

Braille – to assist vision impaired
people to navigate around a city

DECORATE

SYMBOLISE

Yayoi Kusama / Japan b.1929 / Narcissus garden 1966/2002 (installation view) /
Stainless steel balls / Gift of the artist through the Queensland Art Gallery
Foundation 2002 / Collection: Queensland Art Gallery

WHERE?
Patterns and repetition are part of everyday
life. You can see patterning in nature, animals,
fashion, road signs, buildings and inside
houses and even in hair styles. Patterns help
us to recognise and distinguish rules, such
as where we can safely cross the road (for
example, a zebra crossing). They also are a way
of decorating our lives: patterns are printed
and woven into fabrics that are then made

DID YOU KNOW?
Music also has a certain beat and pattern.
Musicians repeat rhythm and notes to create
music. The repetition in music helps listeners
to recognise certain parts of a song, such as
the verse, chorus and bridge.
Listen to your favourite song and take note of
patterns in it. Does the musician repeat a type
of beat, series of notes or certain lyrics?
Leopard / Image from an original painting by Larry Jacobsen 2006 / ID: 412192 /
Image courtesy: Bigstock
Exciting modern bathroom with dotted wall paper 2007 / Cora Reed Photography /
ID: 1367525 / Image courtesy: Bigstock

TRY THESE ACTIVITIES!
Walk through Yayoi Kusama’s Infinity Room
and look at your own reflection. Try to
remember as much detail as you can. Then
draw what you saw, inserting yourself into the
art work.
•

Were your teeth a funny colour?

•

Was your view obscured by the balls
in the room?

Draw an everyday object, then draw dots over
the drawing. Try using dots of all one colour
but different sizes. Now use dots of all the
same size but different colours.
•

How does this change your drawing?

•

Does it give your object magical powers?

•

Would you prefer your object to look like
this in daily life? Why or why not?

Imagine if you could be like a chameleon and
change the colour and patterning of your
skin or clothing to match your environment.
Research the science behind how a chameleon
can take on the camouflage of its environment.
•

What colour would you be?

•

What type of pattern would you use?

•

What is the advantage of camouflage?

Create a dot pattern on a piece of paper or
card. Using a black felt-tip pen, draw a puzzlepiece pattern. Cut these out like jigsaw pieces
and place them in an envelope. Swap yours
with a friend and try to recreate each other’s
pattern.

WEB LINKS

Play the online game Kusama’s World of Dots
to see how environments, both indoor and
outdoor, change when they are covered in
spots.
http://qag.qld.gov.au/kids/games_for_kids

http://qag.qld.gov.au/collection/contemporary_asian_art/yayoi_kusama

YOUTUBE

http://www.yayoi-kusama.jp/e/information/index.html

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7h0hExzfS5Q

http://www.mca.com.au/default.asp?page_id=10&content_id=4737

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zkeN_4JXENE

http://www.kusamadocumentary.com/

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PfE1ua9rwzU&feature=related
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